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and are the focus of several healthcare initiatives aimed at
reducing the prevalence of this condition [1–3]. Guidelines on specific energy expenditure from the American
Heart Association, the American College of Sports Medicine, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
recommend people expend at least 150 to 200 kcal
through moderate-intensity physical activity on most, and
preferably all, days of the week to decrease CVD risk
[2,4]. People with spinal cord injury (SCI) are reported to
have greater CVD risk, including a higher prevalence of
obesity and abnormal blood lipid levels (specifically
abnormal high density lipoprotein [HDL] and an
increased ratio of total cholesterol to HDL) [5], in addition to decreased muscle mass and decreased physical
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INTRODUCTION
Obesity and physical inactivity are among the key
modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD)
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function. Typical physical exertion through daily activities in those with SCI has been reported inadequate for
maintaining cardiovascular fitness [6]. While resources
are available for healthcare providers to help nondisabled
individuals meet these recommendations, such as physical activity compendiums, multivariate equations, activity
monitors, or heart rate as an estimate of energy expenditure, research in this area is lacking for individuals with
SCI. Work has begun on development and validation of
an SCI-specific compendium of physical activities
derived from directly measured oxygen uptake (V· O 2),
but it remains to be completed and implemented [7].
The models that exist for energy expenditure estimation in the ambulatory population, current compendium
standards, activity questionnaires, predictive equations,
and heart rate methods tend to overestimate energy
expenditure from physical activity in people with SCI [8–
9]. Estimation of energy expenditure in those with SCI is
further complicated by the need to account for lesion
level and completeness of the injury [9], which affect the
amount of active muscle mass. These factors, along with
the degree of autonomic dysfunction, make the estimation of energy expenditure by heart rate alone or by predictive equations developed for nondisabled individuals
problematic [8]. Although doubly labeled water and
direct calorimetry techniques have provided valid estimations of energy expenditure in people with SCI [8–9],
they are expensive and only feasible in research settings.

This pilot study evaluated the accuracy of heart rate
for predicting measured energy expenditure during five
activities of daily living (ADL) in participants with SCI.

METHODS
Subjects
Thirteen subjects with SCI participated in the study
(twelve males and one female). Subject characteristics
are presented in Table 1. Three participants were tetraplegic and ten were paraplegic. The mean (± standard
deviation) age was 50.0 ± 12.9 years (range 30–72 yr).
All subjects had traumatic SCI of at least 1-year duration
and were functionally nonambulatory (i.e., no capacity to
ambulate or a limited capacity to ambulate for weightbearing or exercising only). Subjects were excluded from
participation if they had comorbid neurological conditions, other serious medical conditions, or were currently
taking beta-blockers. All participants were tested with
their own manual wheelchairs. Written informed consent
was obtained with a protocol approved by the Stanford
University Institutional Review Board.
Exercise Testing
All subjects completed maximum exercise tests using a
manually incremented arm ergometry protocol. Testing was

Table 1.
Subject characteristics and results from maximum exercise test. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between peak heart rate (HR) and oxygen
uptake (V· O 2 ).

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Age
50
60
45
35
59
64
35
58
42
38
30
53
72

Lesion Level
C5
C6
C7
T3
T4
T4
T4
T5
T6
T5
T5
T12
L5–S1

ASIA Class
C
C
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
D
C

Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F

Peak HR
100
96
126
159
124
144
172
168
216
116
178
118
141

Peak V· O 2
14.58
13.20
15.20
19.70
10.66
11.30
22.49
17.11
27.17
12.92
15.03
19.66
13.67

r
0.75
0.97
0.95
0.63
0.89
0.96
0.83
0.78
0.90
0.97
0.80
0.96
0.89

ASIA Class = American Spinal Cord Injury Association—classifications A to D (impairment scale), C = cervical, F = female, L = lumbar, M = male, S = sacral, T =
thoracic; lesion levels are vertebrae numbers.
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performed in the upright seated position with a Monarch
(Varberg, Sweden) arm ergometer mounted to an adjustable
table. Subjects were requested to maintain the arm crank
cadence at 60 rpm throughout the test. Changes in resistance of the arm ergometer were individualized (ranging
from 1 to 10 W/min) such that the test duration ranged from
8 to 12 minutes. Standard 12-lead electrocardiograph and
V·O2 data were obtained throughout the exercise test and
recovery period. To exclude artifacts, we rechecked heart
rates after each test using calipers. Blood pressure was
measured while the subject was in the sitting position
before the test and immediately afterwards and was monitored for a minimum of 8 minutes while the subject was in
recovery. Exercise was continued until volitional fatigue
occurred, the subject was no longer able to maintain 60 rpm
at a given workload, or both. The Borg 6-20 scale of perceived exertion was used to quantify subjective effort at 1minute intervals [10].
V· O 2 and other cardiopulmonary exercise responses
(including minute ventilation, tidal volume, respiratory
·
rate, and carbon dioxide production [ V CO 2]) were
obtained with the COSMED K4b2 system (Rome, Italy).
Tidal volume, minute ventilation, respiratory rate, fraction of inspired oxygen, and fractions of expired oxygen
·
and CO2 were measured, and V· O 2, V CO 2, and respiratory exchange ratio (RER) were calculated. Energy
expenditure was derived from measured V· O 2 and
expressed as kilocalories/minute.
Activities of Daily Living Measurement Procedures
All subjects completed a series of five ADL. Each of
the activities was standardized with a script that the subjects read. Subjects were instructed to perform at their
usual paces. A rest period of at least 3 minutes preceded
each test, and each ADL was performed for approximately
5 minutes. The activities were chosen to incorporate common household tasks, as well as to vary the energy cost.
The tasks included (1) performing desk work, (2) loading
and unloading a dishwasher, (3) transferring to and from a
wheelchair to a bed, (4) wheeling at a self-selected pace
over tile, and (5) performing laundry tasks (placing towels
into a washing machine, transferring towels from the
washing machine to a dryer, unloading the dryer, and
folding the towels). The level of perceived exertion (Borg
6-20 scale) was determined at the beginning and end of
each ADL.

Portable Oxygen Uptake and Heart Rate Testing
The COSMED K4b2 portable gas exchange system
was used to collect V· O 2 data during the ADL, and calculations for the cardiopulmonary exercise data were performed as just described. Subjects were fitted with
appropriately sized face masks and asked to breath
through their mouths throughout testing. Breath-by-breath
metabolic data were acquired for pulmonary gas
·
exchange parameters, including V· O 2 , V CO 2, tidal volume, ventilation, respiratory frequency, and RER. Energy
expenditure was derived from the metabolic data and
expressed in kilocalories [11]. For the energy expenditure
measurements and comparison with heart rate, metabolic
data were expressed in rolling 30-second averages sampled every 10 seconds. A wireless, double-electrode
Polar® (Kempele, Finland) monitor was used to measure
heart rate.
Several groups have recently performed validation
studies on the portable COSMED system [11–14]. These
studies have included comparisons of cardiopulmonary
responses obtained from the portable COSMED system
with both stand-alone metabolic systems and mass spectrometers. Maiolo et al., for example, reported differences in V· O 2 measurements between COSMED and
mass spectrometer recordings that ranged from 1 to
5 percent at different exercise intensities [13].
Data Analysis
The relationship between heart rate and energy
expenditure was assessed in two ways. First, linear
regression was used to assess the association between
heart rate alone and directly measured energy expenditure during the ADL. This was followed by estimation of
energy expenditure from the individualized relationship
between heart rate and V· O 2 for each subject with heart
rate data from their maximum exercise test (termed “calibrated” energy expenditure). We calculated calibrated
energy expenditure by taking the average heart rate every
30 seconds during exercise testing and regressing it on
the average measured energy expenditure values for the
corresponding time. We then used these linear regression
equations to convert 30-second heart rate measurements
during the ADL into predicted energy expenditure values.
Average measured (from the metabolic system) and predicted (from calibrated heart rate) energy expenditure/
minute was calculated during rest and each ADL and also
for the entire measurement period. We used the last
minute of each rest period between activities to calculate
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the resting data. Pearson correlation coefficients were
calculated for determining the associations between predicted and measured energy expenditure for each activity
and the total measurement period. Heart rate without
individual calibration was also compared with the measured energy expenditure.
We used multiple regression to determine whether perceived exertion, along with heart rate, added significantly
to the explanation of variance in energy expenditure. Differences between predicted and measured energy expenditure were determined by paired t-tests for each activity and
the total measurement period. We also explored whether
prediction of energy expenditure differed by group (tetraplegic vs paraplegic) with unpaired t-tests.

RESULTS
Heart rate alone was significantly, but weakly, correlated with energy expenditure during the ADL overall;
only 8.3 percent of the variance in energy expenditure
was explained by heart rate (p < 0.001). None of the
ADLs were strongly correlated with heart rate alone.
Conversely, predicted energy expenditure (from heart
rate calibrated with the individualized exercise tests and
measured energy expenditure) for all ADL together was
highly correlated (r = 0.74, p < 0.001) and explained
55 percent of the variance in energy expenditure. In
addition, modest-to-high-correlation coefficients were
observed for all ADL measured (Table 2). The variance
in energy expenditure explained by calibrated heart rate
for each of the activities ranged from 28 to 88 percent.
The Figure illustrates the relationship between measured
energy expenditure and that estimated by heart rate calibrated from the exercise tests for the strongest (wheeling,

r = 0.94) and the weakest (desk work, r = 0.53) associations. Significant differences were observed between predicted and measured values for desk work, wheeling on
tile, laundry, and rest. Energy expenditure estimated from
calibrated heart rate was greater by 5 to 48 percent than
measured energy expenditure, with the larger differences
observed for the most sedentary activities (rest and desk
work) (Table 2). Perceived exertion did not add significantly to the estimation of energy expenditure.
The correlation coefficients between measured and
estimated energy expenditure and corresponding p-values
for the different impairment levels are listed in Table 3.
For the total period of activity, the relationship between
measured and estimated energy expenditure was similar
for subjects with tetraplegia and paraplegia (r = 0.84 and
0.78, respectively). Comparisons of percentage of peak
heart rate reached between those with paraplegia and tetraplegia are shown in Table 4. The percentage of peak
heart rate reached during all the different activities was
significantly higher for those with tetraplegia compared
with those with paraplegia, with a range of 12 to 24 percent higher.

DISCUSSION
In this preliminary study, we examined the accuracy
of heart rate for estimating energy expenditure in a SCI
population. Our major findings included (1) heart rate,
when derived from an individualized regression equation
based on an exercise test, can grossly estimate energy
expenditure during ADL in persons with SCI; (2) this
estimation is more accurate for higher intensity activities;
(3) heart rate alone, without individual calibration from
an exercise test, poorly estimates energy expenditure; and

Table 2.
Mean ± standard deviation, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), percent difference, and paired t-test for measured vs estimated energy
expenditure for ADL and rest.

Activity
Desk Work
Dishes
Transfers
Wheeling on Tile
Laundry
Rest
ADL = activity of daily living.

Measured
(kcal/min)
1.68 ± 0.31
2.37 ± 0.39
2.98 ± 0.58
2.99 ± 1.0
2.49 ± 0.42
1.34 ± 0.31

Estimated
(kcal/min)
2.46 ± 0.65
2.67 ± 0.71
3.01 ± 0.81
3.62 ± 1.20
3.03 ± 0.92
2.00 ± 0.76

r

p-Value (r)

Difference (%)

0.53
0.61
0.57
0.94
0.83
0.71

0.063
<0.05
<0.05
<0.0001
0.0004
<0.05

47.7
12.8
4.7
23.5
20.3
48.4

p-Value
(Paired t-Test)
0.0002
0.081
0.57
<0.0001
<0.05
<0.05
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Table 3.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) for predicted and measured energy
expenditure by lesion level for activities of daily living and rest.

Activity
Total Period
Desk Work
Dishes
Transfers
Wheeling on Tile
Laundry
Rest

Tetraplegia (n = 3) Paraplegia (n = 10)
r
p-Value
r
p-Value
0.84
<0.0001
0.78
<0.0001
0.27
0.82
0.57
0.84
0.97
0.16
0.62
0.058
0.90
0.29
0.43
0.22
0.99
<0.05
0.95
<0.0001
0.94
0.22
0.89
0.0006
0.38
0.75
0.77
<0.05

Table 4.
Percentage of peak exercise heart rate reached by lesion level during
activities of daily living and rest.
Figure.
Measured vs predicted energy expenditure for two activities of daily
living. Plotted lines indicate linear regression; r = Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.

(4) the accuracy of heart rate in predicting energy expenditure is similar between individuals with paraplegia and
tetraplegia.
It is reasonable to expect that heart rate monitoring for
people with SCI would require individual calibration
because estimates from nondisabled subjects consistently
overestimate energy expenditure in those with SCI.
Although heart rate has been reported to be reproducible
in men with SCI during transfers and curb ascent [15] and
has been used to estimate energy expenditure in people
with SCI [9,16], the validity of this method needs to be
further defined because of several complicating factors.
First, high variability in energy expenditure exists
between different people with SCI [9]. Second, people
with SCI are reported to have a lower V· O 2 for a given
heart rate [17–19], particularly those with higher level
injuries [18]. The relationship between heart rate and
V· O 2 during exercise has been reported to be weaker in
those with high-level tetraplegia (cervical vertebrae 6
[C6] and above) versus low-level tetraplegia (cervical
vertebrae 7 to thoracic vertebrae 1 [C7–T1]) [20].
Decreased muscle mass that affects the maximum achievable V· O 2, disrupted sympathetic nervous system control
that affects heart rate, and a decrease in physical capacity
to complete the maximum exercise test with an arm ergometer may all contribute to the weaker relationship
observed in those with high-level tetraplegia; thus, reduc-

Activity
Desk Work
Dishes
Transfers
Wheeling on Tile
Laundry
Rest

Tetraplegia
(n = 3)
81
82
92
90
85
75

Paraplegia
(n = 10)
63
65
68
74
70
61

p-Value
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
0.05
<0.05
<0.05

ing the usefulness of heart rate to estimate energy expenditure. Although the heart rate-oxygen uptake relationship
among people with tetraplegia is not as strong as in those
with paraplegia or nondisabled populations, it is nevertheless acceptably high (r = 0.80 for those C6 and above and
0.90 for those with C7–T1 injuries) [20]. In the current
study, a similar relationship was observed between heart
rate and V· O 2 for people with tetraplegia and paraplegia
(r = 0.84 and 0.78, respectively).
Although heart rate alone (without individual calibration) was a statistically significant predictor of energy
expenditure in our sample, its clinical application is
limited given its ability to explain only 8.3 percent of the
variation in energy expenditure. Conversely, when individualized regression equations from the maximum exercise tests were used to convert the heart rate values
during various activities to energy expenditure, the variance explained rose to 55 percent for the entire measurement period, including rest. Investigators have used
similar methods, such as the heart rate-flex model [21], to
improve estimates of energy expenditure among ambulatory subjects. The heart rate-flex method accounts for
resting periods in the calibration equation (of heart rate
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and V· O 2), but a validation study for its use in people
with SCI is needed.
Predicted energy expenditure may be more accurate
during activities of higher intensity because the prediction equation only includes those heart rates and corresponding energy expenditure values from the maximum
exercise test. In the present sample, >90 percent of the
energy expenditure during wheeling was explained by
the individualized regression equations in all subjects
grouped together (98% and 90% for tetraplegia and
paraplegia, respectively). Although heart rate from the
calibrated equations was a significant predictor of energy
expenditure for all the activities except desk work, the
variance explained ranged from 28 to 88 percent, depending on the intensity of the activity. In persons with tetraplegia, the regression equations significantly predicted
energy expenditure when transferring from the wheelchair to bed, but this was not the case for persons with
paraplegia. When the percentage of the participants’
maximum heart rate was explored, those with tetraplegia
reached a significantly greater percentage of their maximum exercise heart rate during all ADL when compared
with that reached by those with paraplegia (Table 4). In
the group with tetraplegia, the individualized regression
equations had relatively poor predictive ability for desk
work and rest, which are both sedentary activities.
Heart rate from the predictive equations better estimated energy expenditure than heart rate without individualized equations and explained an additional 47 percent
of the variance in the energy expenditure (55% vs 8%).
However, energy expenditure estimated with calibrated
heart rate from individualized exercise regression equations overestimated the measured energy expenditure for
all five ADL and rest, by 5 to 48 percent. Although the
predicted energy expenditure for wheeling on tile was
strongly associated with measured energy expenditure
(r = 0.94), the differences in the energy expenditure values were significantly different, with a 24 percent overestimation. To expend the 150 to 200 kcals in a single
exercise session that is recommended for ambulatory
individuals [4], people with SCI would be required to
exercise for 50 to 67 minutes from measured versus 41 to
55 minutes from estimated energy expenditure; the difference roughly equates to the difference in energy cost
between wheeling and doing dishes for the same duration.
Our study has several limitations. First, the study
sample size was small, which limited statistical power.
The small sample sizes were particularly limiting during

subanalyses for differences between paraplegia and tetraplegia. In the latter analyses, the potential exists for a correlation to be influenced by a single outlier. In addition,
energy expenditure and heart rate data were not collected
under steady state conditions during exercise testing or
ADL; the estimates of energy expenditure would likely
have been more accurate had V· O 2 been constant.
Finally, our estimates of energy expenditure were derived
from the entire 5-minute measurement period for each
ADL. We did this to better reflect real-life energy costs of
each activity and to optimize the stability of the data.
However, shorter periods (e.g., the last minute or two of
an activity) may have provided a truer reflection of each
particular activity.

CONCLUSION
Heart rate monitoring with the use of individually
calibrated prediction equations of heart rate and V· O 2
provided gross estimations of energy expenditure in persons with SCI, particularly for higher-intensity activities.
Accurate estimates of energy expenditure for people with
SCI are needed to help researchers and clinicians monitor
programs aimed at meeting the recommendations of public health initiatives for increased physical activity. While
these recommendations have well-documented benefits
in nondisabled individuals, further studies are needed for
people with SCI because they expend less energy during
activity and at rest [9]. Accurate estimates of energy
expenditure for people with SCI may be useful in making
activity recommendations for individuals with SCI for
reduction of CVD risk in this population.
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